EMPOWERMENT
Ancestral Series Sub-Set
Offerings from this Ancestral Series sub-set are designed empower, activate, and fortify your
Ancestral Dead. They are best used on happy and well adjusted relations and by the esoterically
experienced or adventurous. These items provide vim and vigor to the deceased, extra energy that
can be used to execute requests based on your desired aims, or offer more vigilant protection when
you or your loved ones are under siege.
You may ﬁnd the Patrilineal side of your family or male Ancestry is most activated.
The Empowerment sub-set can be paired with Channel to strengthen the Dead’s ability to
communicate, but will also make them more willful. Avoid pairing with Comfort, due to its
sedating nature.
Ancestral Empowerment Oil: Anoint images or names of speciﬁc dead, grave stones, or urns to feed
them additional energy and activate their presence. Wear on oneself to encourage your Ancestors to
walk with you, or act through you, in times of need. Apply to the items of loved ones in need of
protection and pray to the Ancestors for desired outcomes. Draw strength and determination from
Ancestral reserves.
Ancestral Empowerment Incense: Burn after calling the Ancestors to ritual to empower them to act
and attend with full force. Bathe implements of power and weapons for their use on the other side.
Smoke yourself to draw Ancestral power and promote your strongest Ancestors to attend your
needs.
Note that the incense is depicted with a smoke or ﬁre symbol after the sub-set name to differentiate
it from the powder. The formula is self-igniting, meaning it can be formed into a mound or sigil
shape on a heat-proof surface and lit directly.
Ancestral Empowerment Powder: Mix into the dirt below the top soil at a gravesite to empower
speciﬁc deceased. Mix into cremains or grave dirt you’ve harvested. Use as an ingredient in talismans
and reliquaries designed for like Ancestral purpose. Use to dress candles.
Ancestral Empowerment Tincture: Use to attune to the strongest among your Ancestry and
encourage them to walk with and through you. May promote possession.
Post-Op: Washing and changing clothes may be necessary after heavy Ancestral work to maintain
personal vitality and disconnect from the Deadrealms. Pay close attention to dreams and omens
following Ancestral ritual. Banish and clear the space if need be, or perform operations outdoors.
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